
Washington, D. C., May 14, 1906.

On the subject of the equalization of the allotments

of loncd made to the citizens of the Creek Nation as provided

in agreement, we here state that it is the earnest wish of the

Creek people that it be effected as soon as possible, And the

undersigned .ere -duly delegated and instructed by the Creek

Xat ional Council to call attention to the subject and urge an

early settinment.

ilt the time of the signing , of ,the agreement with the

Governmcnt, the citizenship of the Creek "ation,from former

enumerations for purposes of per capita payments of money, was

ascertained and generally understood to number not exceeding

15000 souls; so that the provision to distribute to each iti-»

zen land and money to the value of $1040 4,00 was a perfectly

feasible on,: and was so understood.

The Government, however, a arois ing the authority

of official arbiter in questions of right to citizenship in

the n .ticn, prepared a final roll that numbered some thousands

core than had ever previously been enrolled. This, together

with the enrollment of infants born after the rolls were prac-

tir, 11r clo3ed, augmented the number of our citizens to where

it seemed that the resouroes of the nation fell short for the

,purposes of egtalization stipulated in our agreement with the

G ova rnm3 nt .

The Interior Department made an appraisal of all the

allotments, and practically all the allottees have been offi-

cially notified, end from these notices of appraisement each
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is fully informed of the mounts, if any, that is yet due in

land, money,or both,to make his allotment equal in value to

the standard allotment of $1040.00, and it is these balances

vvarying in amount's of from less than $100.00 to more than

4400,00 that the Individual citizen is insisting :should be

paid to him in settlevvnt £M soon as possible.

. The Creek delegation on the 13th of January last,

suggested to the Secretary of. the Interior that, ina3much as

the resources of the nation were Inadequate for the purpose

of equalization of allotments as provided in agreement, the

available funds of the nation,in the absence of a better plan,

be u ad in a ,	 ^	 distribution to the citizens.

The dolegation had hoped that this proposed de-

parture frorn the terms of the agreement would necessarily

open up disnusion and result probably in the formulating

by the Department of some plan for an early settlement of

this feature of. Creek affairs, which would so vary f rota the

provisions of the agreement as possibly to require reference

back to the Creek Council for its approval. Owing perhaps,

ho vsver, to the fear of anticipating pending legislation by

Congress looking to the closing of the affairs ox the Five

Civ1ll.zed Tribes f r ya have as yet failed to receive response

Iron tie Department. 	 'ate understand that a plan for arbi-

trarily reducing the value, of a standard allotrrcnt of $1040.00

fixed in our fgreement with the Government to 4800.00 9 and

affecting a settlement an that basis # is entertained by some

of the officials of the Govern.went.



After, however, the value of a standard allotment

h4 by mutual agreement been fixed, and the citizen informed

of the appraised value of hie allotment from which he has

maculated the exact balance due him under the said agreement$

any change so radical , a.7 shoes indicated, fro i the o rIginal

p3. rn, it would sine.n aught not to be r ade without the consent

of the National. Council, which body has been by Congo non

-tinuued with right to act authoritatively in quos ionp, pertain-

ing to the final slow of Creek affairs.
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